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11-08-2022. mail. I request that Denmark's National Bank Langelinie Allé 47 2100 Copenhagen. Director 

Lars Rohde. Will reply to my email regarding the fact that the Danish Bank Jyske Bank A/S is behind 

organized crime within the meaning of the law, and requests that you act on the knowledge obtained by 

your management, I look forward to a meeting where I will present documentation for the crimes I say 

Jyske Bank A/S is behind. 

http://banknyt.dk/11-08-2022-mail-i-request-that-denmarks-national-bank-langelinie-alle-47-2100-

copenhagen-director-lars-rohde-will-reply-to-my-email-regarding-the-fact-that-the-danish-bank-jyske-

bank-a-s-is-behi/ 

 

Kommunikation <kommunikation@nationalbanken.dk>, 

kf@nationalbanken.dk, 

nationalbanken@nationalbanken.dk, 

anne.paulin@ft.dk, 

jakob.ellemann-jensen@ft.dk, 

pso@nationalbanken.dk, 

lisbeth.bech-nielsen@ft.dk, 

kristian.thulesen.dahl@ft.dk, 

jens.joel@ft.dk, 

sophie.lohde@ft.dk, 

sofie.carsten.nielsen@ft.dk, 

troels.poulsen@ft.dk, 

Justitsministeriet <jm@jm.dk>, 

em@em.dk, 

dc@em.dk, 

info@ecb.europa.eu 

It is no secret that the politicians in Christiansborg have until today refused to deal with the fact that the 

Danish State cooperates with and uses a bank that deliberately commits fraud and uses bribery, this has 

emailed to get the problem of criminal banks taken care of in Denmark and the corruption that thrives 

and controls who must comply with the law and who does not have to comply with the law. 

 

sendt CC. for information to. 

Justitsministeriet <jm@jm.dk>, 

"<NSJ@politi.dk>" <nsj@politi.dk>, 

fm@fm.dk, 

finanstilsynet@ftnet.dk, 

Statsministeriet <stm@stm.dk>, 
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folketinget@ft.dk, 

REU@ft.dk, 

Jura og Forretning <jur@domstolsstyrelsen.dk>, 

postkasse@advokatsamfundet.dk, 

Postkasse - Klagesagsafdelingen <klagesagsafdelingen@advokatsamfundet.dk>, 

saoek@ankl.dk, 

SAK@ankl.dk, 

kmj@atp.dk, 

pernille.vermund@ft.dk, 

christian.rabjerg.madsen@ft.dk, 

mette.abildgaard@ft.dk, 

marlene.ambo-rasmussen@ft.dk, 

simon.ammitzboll@ft.dk, 

kirsten.normann.andersen@ft.dk, 

ida.auken@ft.dk, 

liselott.blixt@ft.dk, 

morten.messerschmidt@ft.dk, 

mads.lebech@apmollerfonde.dk, 

media@lego.com, 

bankdata@bankdata.dk, 

info@loomis.com, 

redaktion@borsen.dk, 

Arbejderen Redaktion <redaktion@arbejderen.dk>, 

ssl@dr.dk, 

tv2@tv2.dk, 

1234@tv2.dk, 

BT-1929 1929 <1929@bt.dk>, 

EB 1224 <1224@eb.dk>, 

redaktion@midtjyllandsavis.dk, 

redaktionen@altinget.dk, 

redaktion@tv2lorry.dk, 

rune@information.dk, 

chefredaktionen@pol.dk 

  

Click and read this email as a PDF document. 

  

Mail to. 

The Denmarks Nationalbank 

Langelinie Allé 47 

2100 Copenhagen 

Director Lars Rohde. 
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11. august 2022. 01.00 p.m. 

This email has been shared with the European Central Bank, as this is also about a disregard of the law, 

which gives Danish banks free rein to violate all laws and regulations. 

  

info@ecb.europa.eu  

My question to the ECB is whether  Danish Banks are not subject to the legislation, I have repeatedly 

asked this question to the Danish authorities, who all refuse to answer. I therefore suspect that the 

problem is that the Danish state has covered up Jyske Bank A/S, and continues to want to cover up Jyske 

bank's offences, which I wish to draw the European Central Bank attention to. 

  

Please read my email and attached document. 

And then decide whether it is right to cover up the many crimes of the provisions of the Criminal Code. 

Which has been stated several times and received documentation that Jyske Bank A/S is demonstrably 

behind it. 

I have already requested a meeting with the National Bank, afterwards I want a similar meeting with the 

Government and the Danish Financial Supervisory Authority. 

  

After all, it is your responsibility that Jyske Bank complies with all laws and regulations, at the meeting I 

will make it absolutely clear to all of you that Jyske Bank A/S has major problems with understanding 

and complying with the law, and that there are rules that apply for Danske Banker. 

I reserve the right to record the meeting, so that I can document what you will answer when I present 

documentation for my claims against Jyske Bank A/S 

Jyske Bank A/S and the bank's management and CEO Andres Christian Dam have not wanted dialogue, 

and rejected any approach by ignoring all my inquiries. 

That is why I am now writing to each of you. 

I will of course share this email with the ECB. 

  

FrontPage www.banknyt.dk 11-08-2022. 

  

This copy is specially made for. 

Denmarks Nationalbank 

Langelinie Allé 47 

2100 Copenhagen 

Director Lars Rohde. 

mailto:info@ecb.europa.eu
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/11-08-2022.-This-copy-af-banknyt.dk-frontpage-is-specially-made-for.-Denmarks-Nationalbank-The-Danish-Financial-Supervisory-Authority-The-Government-and-Prime-Minister-Mette-Frederiksen..pdf
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The Danish Financial Supervisory Authority 

Strandgade 29, 1401 Copenhagen 

Director Jesper Berg, who is also bank director for Nykredit. 

  

The Government and Prime Minister Mette Frederiksen. 

Prins Jørgens Gård 1. 

1218 København. 

  

If some of you have something to add, maybe something you want to correct, or maybe you want to talk 

to me soon. 

For Denmark as a state has a problem when the state together with the authorities cover up criminal 

Danish banks. 

  

Since no Danish authority, no Danish politician, or some of the lawyers who have actually helped Jyske 

Bank with fraud, want to dialogue with me as a victim of the fraud Denmark's second largest bank has 

carried out, with several people together in association. 

  

Then I orient the European central bank, around the problem that Denmark has some problems with 

banks that violate the legislation in order to have permission to conduct banking business in Denmark, 

and that the state itself has not managed to get these banks like here Jyske Bank to comply laws and 

rules. 

  

When Denmark itself cannot keep track of the banks that, like Jyske Bank A/S, demonstrably do not 

comply with Danish legislation, and do not comply with the rules for having a license to conduct banking 

business in Denmark. 

  

And that the Danish State has also been informed that Jyske Bank has violated several more of the 

provisions of the Criminal Code, but has not managed to act on the information and evidence that has 

been shared. 

And if not, someone can disprove my claims and contradict what I write on YouTube says. 

  

And the Danish state, and the National Bank still do not know how Denmark should deal with a bank that 

is proven to be behind organized crime. 
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And even after I had a meeting where I personally presented Jyske Bank's many offenses to Danske 

Nationalbank director Lars Rohde. 

  

Then I would strongly recommend, that the Danish Nationalbank itself addresses a direct inquiry to the 

European Central Bank, in order to get information on how the Danish state should deal with the banks 

that have repeatedly violated many laws and regulations. 

  

Here you can read what I write on the front page, remember that I am dyslexic and have no formal 

education, I am simply writing about my experiences with criminal Danish banks, and the corruption and 

cronyism in Denmark that prevent justice and are a subversive enterprise for a country that was 

supposed to be a rule of law. 

  

I have written in my diary since 2015-2016, and have written many times both to the Danish authorities 

and to Jyske Bank's boss CEO Anders Christian Dam. 

At no time has a single one of you wanted to talk to me, and no matter how much you want to cover up 

the crime the Danish bank Jyske Bank A/S is behind, I will fight just as hard to enter into a dialogue, not 

only with Jyske Bank A/S also with the Danish authorities who have chosen to cover up Jyske bank's 

crimes. 

  

If someone in the Danish State, government or authorities or perhaps Jyske Bank A/S would like to 

explain themselves, I would really like you to call Carsten Storbjerg Skaarup with not all of you, will cover 

up that Denmark has a problem with banks that refuse to comply with Danish legislation. 

  

Because you should all have red ears, the question is just how long you think you have it to help Jyske 

Bank with organized crime, without risking becoming an accomplice yourself. 

  

You can just talk to me, then I wouldn't have to write all the time. 

As I have repeatedly said and written, if I have made a mistake, I correct it and apologize. 

But if I am not mistaken, you all have a problem and it is Jyske Bank A/S and its board of directors, 

whether this bank has a future as a bank in Denmark. 

  

The question is how long the Danish population will have to put up with the fact that the Danish state 

and government cover up Banks that, like Jyske Bank A/S, clearly refuse to comply with the law, as 

corruption and cronyism in Denmark is a contributing factor to not a single wish to take up the problems 

surrounding Jyske Bank A/S and the bank's violation of the legislation. 
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I want to make a difference and that this is taken seriously, and it should not just be me being so dry, and 

I want to write about bribery and fraud carried out by Danish banks. 

  

Regards 

Carsten Storbjerg Skaarup 

Soevej 5. 

3100 Hornbaek. 

Denmark 

Mail carsten.storbjerg@gmail.com 

Telephone. +4522227713 

  

Frontpage attached copy of the diary of Jyske Bank's punishable offences. The PDF document is on 155 

pages. 

  

 

  

mailto:carsten.storbjerg@gmail.com
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/11-08-2022.-This-copy-af-banknyt.dk-frontpage-is-specially-made-for.-Denmarks-Nationalbank-The-Danish-Financial-Supervisory-Authority-The-Government-and-Prime-Minister-Mette-Frederiksen..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/11-08-2022.-This-copy-af-banknyt.dk-frontpage-is-specially-made-for.-Denmarks-Nationalbank-The-Danish-Financial-Supervisory-Authority-The-Government-and-Prime-Minister-Mette-Frederiksen..pdf
www.banknyt.dk
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We end with some atmospheric pictures. 

While we are still waiting for an answer and action plan to liquidate Jyske Bank A/S or what the Danish 

State intends to do with the criminal bank. 

  

Director of the Danish Financial Supervisory Authority since October 2015. Past as e.g. bank director in 

the Nykredit Group with responsibility for regulation and rating from 2010-2015. Has previously worked 

for a number of years at Danmarks Nationalbank, i.a. as head of the financial stability department, the 

trade department and the payment processing office. Head of the ECB's department for capital market 

relations and financial structures from 2000-2004. Economist at the IMF from 1988-1991. 

Direktør for Finanstilsynet siden oktober 2015. Fortid som bl.a. bankdirektør i Nykredit koncernen med 

ansvar for regulering og rating fra 2010-2015. Har tidligere arbejdet en årrække i Danmarks 

Nationalbank, bl.a. som chef for afdelingen for finansiel stabilitet, handelsafdelingen og 

betalingsformidlingskontoret. Chef for ECB's afdeling for kapitalmarkedsforhold og finansielle strukturer 

fra 2000-2004. Økonomom i IMF fra 1988-1991. 

  

http://banknyt.dk/06-08-2022-president-of-the-european-central-bank-christine-madeleine-odette-lagarde-my-question-to-the-ecb-is-it-normal-and-is-it-permissible-for-banks-to-use-bribes-to-oppose-justice-and-to-dis/
http://banknyt.dk/06-08-2022-president-of-the-european-central-bank-christine-madeleine-odette-lagarde-my-question-to-the-ecb-is-it-normal-and-is-it-permissible-for-banks-to-use-bribes-to-oppose-justice-and-to-dis/
http://banknyt.dk/06-08-2022-president-of-the-european-central-bank-christine-madeleine-odette-lagarde-my-question-to-the-ecb-is-it-normal-and-is-it-permissible-for-banks-to-use-bribes-to-oppose-justice-and-to-dis/
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